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Why Customer 
Experience?
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 Profitable revenue
 Customer expectations
Omnichannel reality

Customer Experience Is All Business
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Overcoming obstacles
 Closing the expectation gap
 Small CX changes with big impact
 Roadmaps and customer journeys

Getting to CX
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What a CEO Wants: Profitable Revenue
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From 2007 to 2014…
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CX leaders’ stock had a cumulative total return of 

107.5%
The S&P 500’s return CX laggards’ return

72.3% 27.6% 
Source: Watermark Consulting CX ROI Study
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Customer experience leaders’ stock prices outperformed… 
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The S&P 500 by Customer experience 
laggards by

35% 80%
Source: Watermark Consulting CX ROI Study
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But, wait, there’s more!
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CAGR between 2010 and 2015 in the cable industry

CX leader AT&T grew revenue CX laggard Comcast grew revenue

29% 5%
Source: Forrester Research
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A 1-Point Gain in Forrester’s CX Index =
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$175 million        for a wireless provider

$118 million > in additional revenue  <  for a luxury auto maker

$65 million for an upscale hotel chain

Source: Forrester’s Revenue Impact of CX
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And the benefits go on…
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Source: Accenture & 
Forrester Consulting

81% of CX high performers 
believe that using digital 

technology to improve the 
customer experience has led to 

increased revenue   
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1,300 senior executives say…
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The estimated potential loss for not offering a consistent, positive 
customer experience is 20% of annual revenue.   

That’s $400M for a $2B company.

Source: Oracle
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Source: SDL

65%
Revenue per customer that brands lose in a year for 

every failed customer experience
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What a Customer Wants: Everything
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23%
The premium fully engaged customers deliver in 

share of wallet, profitability, and revenue

Source: Cap Gemini
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What the Market Wants: Omnichannel
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90%
Customers who expect consistent 

interactions across channels

Source: SDL
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Source: IDC

50%
How much more omnichannel customers spend 

than single-channel customers
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Source: Teradata

18%
Marketers who say they have a single 

view of the customer
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Getting to CX
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80%
CEOs who believe that their organization provides a 

superior customer experience

8% Customers who agree

Source: Bain
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“Had I known that being 
nice to my customers was 
going to be so good for 
business, I would have done 
it years ago.”  

–Michael O’Leary, 
CEO, Ryanair
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Price Versus Customer Experience
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72% want high-quality service
73% want on-time delivery
71% want to find things easily

…but aren’t willing to pay
a premium for it

Source: Forrester

Retail’s Tough Customers
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Customer Experience… What?
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 Define what CX means
to your organization
Get agreement (buy-in) 

from key constituents
 Determine where CX 

changes will make the 
greatest impact
 Prioritize

Coming to Terms With CX
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 Agreed on key financial metrics per store; e.g., YOY sales growth
 Determined related soft skills by tracking top managers
 Implemented clears goals per location
 Held teams accountable—and gave them the autonomy and 

authority to deliver CX excellence 
 Provided management training where necessary

CX Wins for GameStop
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“We’re a work-in-progress brand—
committed to continuing to find 
ways to improve 
the customer experience.”

–Dennis Maloney, chief digital
officer, Domino’s
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 Improved CX through product, transparency, and technology
 Embraced data and testing
 Simplified ordering across channels 
Worked with partners to enhance 

elements of its customer experience
 Used successes with top customers 

as a catalyst to attract new customers

CX Tastes Like Success for Domino’s
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“CX always comes back to the business. 
We’ve been driving double-digital 
growth for several quarters now 
and digital is leading it.”

–Dennis Maloney, chief digital
officer, Domino’s
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One Slice at a Time
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 Know your customers—
and act on what you know
 Live up to your brand

promise
 Rethink loyalty
 Simplify

Ways to Add Spark to Your CX
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Linking customer profiles across 
channels improves segmentation and,
as a result, the relevance of Bass
Pro Shops’ communications.

Todd Jones, senior manager of
e-commerce, Bass Pro Shops
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CVS demonstrated that it 
live its brand promise 
by halting the sale of tobacco—
despite losing about $2 billion in 
annual sales as a result.
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“Points are air…. 
It’s all about the experience 
customers are going to get with 
them. What experiences do your 
customers want from you?” 

–Thom Kozik, VP global loyalty, 
Marriott International
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94%
Customers who will buy from a company again 

when they have a low-effort experience

Source: CEB
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38%
The amount more that customers would 

pay for a simpler experience 
in some industries

Source: Forrester
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Source: eConsultancy

78%
Marketers who say they try to differentiate through 

customer experience
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Source: Accenture & 
Forrester Consulting
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What Customer Experience Will You Offer?
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Thank you
Please remember to take the brief 
session survey in the mobile app. 
Your feedback is very valuable to us!
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